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The term "biophilia" means "love of life or living systems," implying a subconscious bond of human beings with the natural environment and natural systems. Biophilia can refer to both main types of life, flora and fauna. The present work focuses on the former in relation to built spaces.

Throughout history, many buildings demonstrate the long connection of architecture and flora in diverse ways. Today's green buildings revive that old relation through a strong emphasis on vegetation as a major building component, aiming at spaces where human live conformed and connected with natural elements in sustainable conditions.
The importance of plants in urban ecosystems is that they are the habitat of many life forms, providing shelter and food to them. In addition, vegetation has a positive effect on the air quality of cities. Green elements can also contribute to amending and enhancing the urban microclimate and improving building performance, the mitigation of urban heat island being such an example.

Turkish architecture has an old relation with biophilia for climatic and cultural reasons, with gardens and green atria being commonplace features. In addition to such spaces on the ground level, several present-day buildings host greenery in novel ways, expressing a growing desire for sustainability.

This paper reviews three types of greenery in recent buildings, on the ground level, on roofs and on facades, as contemporary cases of biophilia in the Turkish built environment, in order to appraise the interaction between local people and nature in the context of architecture.

This ongoing research includes theoretical references and a collection of characteristic green examples in Turkey. To understand how people respond to green concepts, a survey will investigate how Turkish public relate with biophilia in their built environment today. Results are expected on time for the conference.
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